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Vegetation overgrowth, a result of time

A Stair of Time

The Problem
A cooper, or barrel maker, has no arms. Given this disability, it is difficult to maneuver around the topography of the
DeCordova Sculpture Park in Lincoln, Massachusetts.
Decordova is home to Venusvine, a scultpture by Richard
Rosenblum, and the object of the no-armed cooper’s desire. Though made of bronze, Venusvine is mistaken as a
spindly tree branch, camouflaged among the canopies of
its surroundings. Its natural-like appearance is ambiguous
within the landscape as either natural or constructed. Having the appearance of wood attracts the cooper, however,
the sculpture exists on a hill too problematic to climb without the balance of arms.
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A Stair of Time

The Solution
To control balance of the no-armed cooper, a Stair of Time
is the solution. The cooper’s speed affects the cooper’s
balance. Speed is controlled by altering the width of the
stair treads; wider treads delineate slower movement and
thinner treads require speed to make it up the slope.
Besides speed as a component of the Stair of Time, the
change of vegetation over time is as well. Besides taking
the constructed stair, the cooper also has the option of
walking the natural path. Both means travel are aligned
with vegetation descriptive to the changing seasons of
DeCordova. Where these seasons meet, and where the
Stair of Time reaches its slowest speed, stands Venusvine.
Here, the ambiguous Venusvine exists where the natural
intersects the constructed, until time causes the former to
overtake the latter.
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Working Landscape

The Problem
A horticulturist works the landscape. Meanidering around
DeCordova, the horticulturist is in need of a greenhouse
and workshed studio to continue cultivating plants as art
for the sculpture park.
The horticulturist seeks a studio that enhances his/
her understanding of the landscape. It should not take
away from the environment, but be a part of it. Though
primarily working in the greenhouse, the workshed
should provide the horticulturist with a place of shelter
while still generating an experience to the outdoors.

Study models & final model
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Working Landscape

The Solution
Composed of a greenhouse and workshed, the horticulturist’s studio is covered by a rich garden. It does not inhibit
the landscape, as the garden disguises it and the greenhouse is sunk three feet into the ground.
The weathered cedar workshed is designed fluidly, with an
entrance that slips in behind the garden and a roof that
drains water into a stream. It is left open, so the horticulturist can experience raw weather while still being sheltered.
The workshed is oriented to protect the greenhouse from
northern exposure.
The greenhouse is oriented directly south, with the garden
at the east. This way, plants gain nutrients throughout the
day as the sun moves from east to west. Inside, the horticulturist has the option of sitting while planting, with eyes
at ground level to the site, or standing to take in views of
DeCordova. This alternating of views helps the horticulturist to understand the landscape, as each view looks onto
an indivdual garden further down the hill.
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Between the Pathways

The Problem
A horticulturist, a painter, and a weaver are at DeCordova.
The scupture park, being an innovator in arts education, is
in need of a school for the teachings of these crafts. The
school should have program for the displaying and administering of these crafts, hands-on teaching through making,
and residing spaces for the artists.
The landscape should remain as the first impression of the
school, and the buildings as secondary. The school should
be accessible, and overall, an experience.

Study models
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Between the Pathways

The Solution
A network of pathways works in multiple ways. Designed
based on the existing topography, these pathways create
spaces within the voids. Simple buildings work as retaining
walls, using the pathways as a means of circulation from
floor to green roof. This access creates an outdoor space
for students and artists to use for viewing the landscape.
In this case, the landscape used for building is recycled on
the roof of the buildings. Aside from program, void space
between pathways separates the landscape into individual
gardens, to be cultivated by the horticulturist, and experienced by the painters and weavers.
More broadly, the pathways divide three communites: residing, displaying, and making. Each craftsperson has an
individual secluded residence with concrete furniture from
the form of the concrete enclosure. They share a living and
dining space. In the next community, the displaying building is used as gallery or pin up space for the painters and
weavers and its trelis is used by the horticulturist. Administering can be used for conferences and lesson plans. The
making community gives buildings to each craftsperson. It
is in the studios that hands on teaching also takes place.

Final models: Making, Displaying, Residing

Floor plans with site context & pathways

Between the Pathways

The Tectonics
Composed of essentially concrete retaining walls, construction is simple. The buildings meet the ground by being
depressed within it. It is the roof that translates the ground
plane to the sky. Structure of the roof consists of intersecting joists spanning the concrete walls. Where the wall
meets the roof, a strand of light beams into each space.
Studios that require more natural light for working, like the
painting studio, are equipped with horizontal openings.
However, it is best to experience the school by walking the
pathways from building to building.

Final model: Painting

